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About This Game

Before Queen Sophia was born, the Human Kingdom lived in an age of glory: the golden age. However, this age too had its dark
times. Beneath a veneer of peace, war has come with minotaurs invading human villages. But there is more to this war than

meets the eye, and you must uncover it. The minotaurs claim that humans have been starving them, but how could this be true?
Escape your village, investigate the truth, and journey to the ends of the kingdom and into its castles, meeting allies with unique

abilities that can help you. Uncover the secrets behind the war, or the kingdom of your birth will be destroyed!

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

A dark, new story set in the Awakening world
Meet characters that explore the world along with you

Lushly detailed and unique landscapes to discover
Discover the secrets that lie in the Human Kingdom

Use your unique magical ability to solve puzzles and uncover clues
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There's a bug in the bonus chapter that stops you from picking up the mold. I'm so sad that's where my Awakening adventures
ends.. There's a bug in the bonus chapter that stops you from picking up the mold. I'm so sad that's where my Awakening
adventures ends.. WARNING!!! As Crunch said: There is a bug in the bonus chapter. It`s \u00f6ver a year since it was
discovered and yet nothing is done. Badly badly done by the Boomzap.. WARNING!!! As Crunch said: There is a bug in the
bonus chapter. It`s \u00f6ver a year since it was discovered and yet nothing is done. Badly badly done by the Boomzap.. There's
a bug in the bonus chapter that stops you from picking up the mold. I'm so sad that's where my Awakening adventures ends..
Warning: There is a game stopping bug in the bonus chapter where you cannot pick up one of the objects needed to complete
the game. You can click it all you want but nothing happens. Shame, as I was truely enjoying the game up until I couldn't pick
up the mold from the closet with the shovel in it even though there is absolutely nothing else I can do. Clicking 'hint' tells me to
go to that closet. Clicking 'hint' while in that closet tells me there is nothing to be done there. It's just broken.

If you do buy the game anyway, note that the game actually is pretty good, so as long as you don't play the bonus chapter, where
the game breaking bug is, you should enjoy it, except for the fact you can't get all the in-game achievements without
completeing the bonus chapter. So yeah, I can't recommend this one until the publishers fix it.. Warning: There is a game
stopping bug in the bonus chapter where you cannot pick up one of the objects needed to complete the game. You can click it
all you want but nothing happens. Shame, as I was truely enjoying the game up until I couldn't pick up the mold from the closet
with the shovel in it even though there is absolutely nothing else I can do. Clicking 'hint' tells me to go to that closet. Clicking
'hint' while in that closet tells me there is nothing to be done there. It's just broken.
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the game breaking bug is, you should enjoy it, except for the fact you can't get all the in-game achievements without
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There is a bug in the bonus chapter. It`s \u00f6ver a year since it was discovered and yet nothing is done. Badly badly done by
the Boomzap.. Warning: There is a game stopping bug in the bonus chapter where you cannot pick up one of the objects needed
to complete the game. You can click it all you want but nothing happens. Shame, as I was truely enjoying the game up until I
couldn't pick up the mold from the closet with the shovel in it even though there is absolutely nothing else I can do. Clicking
'hint' tells me to go to that closet. Clicking 'hint' while in that closet tells me there is nothing to be done there. It's just broken.

If you do buy the game anyway, note that the game actually is pretty good, so as long as you don't play the bonus chapter, where
the game breaking bug is, you should enjoy it, except for the fact you can't get all the in-game achievements without
completeing the bonus chapter. So yeah, I can't recommend this one until the publishers fix it.
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